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Collaboration between the Demand Planner and the Statistical Forecast
How can you achieve the optimal mix of demand planner knowledge and the statistical
forecast?
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“Contrary to what you have heard or believe, there is no
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Categorize your Domain Knowledge
Are your demand planners adjusting for an exception in the past (Explanative) that is adversely
affecting the statistical forecast? Or are they adjusting for a future exceptional event (Predictive)?
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An example of an Explanative override would be a one-time flood of a delivery region.
This would result in a significant impact to the demand pattern, which should not affect

“It is certainly faster

the statistical forecast in the future.

and cheaper to rely on
the statistical forecast,

An Example of a Predictive override would be if a planner has knowledge of a future
geographic or customer expansion in demand. By their nature many predictive override
become historical anomalies as they roll into the past.

rather than have to
manually update every
single forecast”

Once overrides are categorized they then need to be studied to determine if they are
candidates for statistical modeling, or are true one-off occurrences that are best handled
by manual overrides.

Michael Gilliland
CFPIM

There are a number of factors to consider when determining what domain knowledge
should be modeled; frequency, accuracy, ability to model, and magnitude. E.g. frequent
events that have a large effect on the forecast with a strong statistical model are the strongest candidates. Price
promotions are the most obvious example of this. In many instances promotions are the first attempt at domain
knowledge modeling.
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The mapping of these activities to the quadrants will be different by industry, but in this example Product Disco’s weightouts and new products domain knowledge should be modeled in the Statistical forecast before others.
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Imbedding Domain Knowledge in the Statistical forecast
Often times, collaboration between the forecasting analysts and demand planners consists of the demand planners
overriding the statistical forecast produced by the forecasting analysts. In a true collaboration environment, the demand
planners have an intuitive interface in which to apply their domain knowledge to improve the quality of the statistical
forecast.
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a distribution center can lead to
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